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Abstract.

Recent observations

with

Observations

the EISCAT

incoherent scatter radar have shownlarge rises in

dayside,auroralplasma
velocities (>2 km

Recently, Lockwoodet al.

(1987) presented

over a wide range of latitudes and lasting about
an hour. These are larger than the neutral thermal

ElSCAT observations which strongly suggested the

speed, and allow, for the first

distributions

presence of non-Mar,ellian

time, observations

ion velocity

during a rapid burst of field-

perpendicular ion flow. These observations were
made using the UK/POLAR
observing modewhere the
angle, •, between the direction of the radar beam

of a non-thermal plasma over a range of observing

angles, revealing a clear angular dependence. The
observed ion temperature anisotropy, deduced by
assuming a Maxwellian line-of-sight ion velocity

andthe geomagnetic
field remained
large (73.50)

realistic
ion-neutral collision model. The aspect
angle dependenceof the signal spectra also

and fixed. The results presented in this letter
were made on 27th August 1986 using the EISCAT
commonprogrammeCP-3-E. This is a latitude
scanning program where the beam scans in a plane

indicates

approximately perpendicular to the magnetic L-

distribution,
theoretical

is at least
value

for

1.75, which exceeds the

a bi-Maxwellian

based on a

non-Maxwellian plasma.

shells.

The 30-minute, 17-position cycle allows

observations
overa rangeof • from0 to 23ø and

Introduction

of invariant

distribution

transmit-receive

convection electric

fields

the

monostatic beam-swinging technique. Figure 1 shows
schemtical ly the geometry of the observations in
the magnetic meridian plane. The closed circles
represent the points at which the remote sites
intersect the Tromsz beam. Note that for position
10 the measurements are made along a direction
which is almost parallel to the geomagnetic field.
Figure 2 shows the perpendicular ion velocity
for the four hour period between 11 and 15 UT.
With the exception of the one hour from 13 to 14
UT, the ion flows are all westward with magnitudes

less than 1 kms-x, consistent with the two cel 1

convection pattern discussed extensively
literature.

in the auroral zone (Pertaut et al., 1984; L•vhaug
and F1A, 1986). More recently, Lockwoodet al.
(1987) presented observations of non-Maxwel1Jan

in the

Between 13 and 14 UT the electric

field was significantly enhanced•yielding ion
velocities as large as 2.5 km sTM over a large
range of latitudes. These are larger than the
neutral thermal speed (estimated to be less than 1

distributions
showing how they evolve and that
they have lifetimes of at least several minutes,
indicating they can exist in a steady-state
balance of competing driving and thermal ising
processes. In this paper, we present EISCAT data
which clearly show the presence of non-Naxwellian

kms-x ) andremainreasonably
constantin
magnitude over the latitude

range.

Observed S•ctra

plasmaduring an extendedperiod ( • 1 hour) of
el ectr i c f i e lds and i 1 lustrate

intersected

spatial averaging and assumptions inherent in the

ion velocity d.istribution function can greatly
depart from a bi-Maxwellian form, and may become
toroidal if the ion-neutral collision frequency is
less than the ion gyrofrequency. Such a distribution function will alter the shape of the spectrum
of a signal which has been incoherently scattered
frc• the plasma, such as would be observed with
the ElSCAT radar facility.
Interpreting a spectrum
of this type with the assumption of a MaxwellJan
velocity distribution
function will lead to
erroneous estimates of the plasma par•ters
(Ramanet al., 1981; Hubert, 1984)
Previous results from EISCAThave suggested the
presence of bi-Maxwellian velocity distributions

enhanced

at Tromse is

measurements of three independent components of
the ion velocity, allowing the determination of
the instantaneous field-perpendicular electric
field at that height, without the temporal and

is less than the neutral thermal speed. Under the
of intense,

antenna

Sodankyl•) at a height of 275 km. This gives

in the

auroral F-region when the ion drift (in a frame of
reference fixed with respect to the neutral gas)
action

A, from 61 to 72.5 u N (at a

by the beamsof the remote receivers (Kiruna and

processes, a bi-Maxwel1ian was a good approximation to the ion velocity

latitude,

height of 275 km). In the CP-3-E mode, EISCAT
operates tristatically,
such that the beamof the

In an extensive study by St-Maurice and Schunk
(1979) it was shown that, for a variety of models
describing different ion-neutral collision

Figure 3 showsthe received incoherent scatter
spectra from Troms• (at 275 km) for positions 3 to

the

dependenceof the observations on aspect angle.

Copyright 1987 by the American Geophysical Union.

10 in the scan period • 3: O0 to 13:30 UT. These
spectra have not been smoothednor processed in
any way, but are the result of post-integrating
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which increases with increasing •.
ion functions are also anisotropic

The distributin that the 1-

dimensionalion temperature,Ti, (defined from the
mean square 1-o-s ion velocity and valid for nonMaxwellian distributions)
also increases with •.

Ranurn
et al. and Hubert both pr•esent an example
where •o increases from 25 to 75u , giving a
broadening of the spectrum and the growth of a
central peak. The increased spectral width is a
direct result of the broadening of the

.c:500

distribution
C•u------•

'
'/5

•

/u

65

decrease

GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE (deg)

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration
of the geometry of
EISCAT's CP-3-E program, in the magnetic meridian
plane. The closed circles represent the height at
which

the remote site

beams intersect

the velocities measuredat po.sitions 3 and 4 were
not unusually large (<1 km s-*), and the observed
"double-humped" spectra are characteristic
of a
Maxwellian ion velocity distribution.
The
velocities measured at positions 5 to 10 on the

other handwereconsistentlylarge (>2 kms-• ) and

interesting features are observed. The spectra at
position 5 consists of a well defined central peak
with "shoulders" near the frequency corresponding
to the phase velocities of the up- and down-going
ion acoustic waves. The central peak decreases as
we go from position 5 to 10, until eventually the
spectrum returns to its original twin-peaked
shape. It is very clear that, even though the
velocity remains relatively
constant from
positions 5 to 10, the observed spectra have very
different shapes. The spectra for positions 11-17,
where the observed velocity is smaller, are twinpeaked and typical of Maxwel1ian plasma.
These observed spectra can be explained using
the model predictions of Rm•n et al. (1981) and

Hubert (1984), who suggest that under conditions
of intense electric fields the ion velocity
distribution

function

will

and an increase

in the

1-o-s

in the dielectric

constant

for

low

frequencies. The predictions are essentially rep.roduced in the observations presented in Figure 5.
Ion Temperature Anisotropy

the Trombe

beam. B is the geomagnetic field.

and possibly toroidal.

function

ion temperature. The central peak arises out of a

become non-Maxwellian.

In such cases the 1-

dimensional line-of-sight ("l-o-s") ion velocity
distribution departs from a MaxwellJan by a degree

Figure 4(a) showsthe bulk field-perpendicular
velocity magnitude as measuredat the 17 positions
for the scan period 13:00 to 13:30 UT as a
function of invariant latitude (A) and aspect
smgle (•). This showsa clear increase from less

than 1 kms-* at the first fewpositionsto values
in excessof 2 kms-*, persisting for a large
fraction

of the scan.

In the southern-most

positions the velocities decrease again to their
previous low values. Figures 4 (b) and (c) show the
electron and 1-o-s ion temperatures (for all three
sites),
derived from the radar measurements
assuming a bi-Maxwellian distribution
function,

Ternand Ti• respectively. Clearly, Te• showsa
decrease for the periods when the ion velocities

are large. On the other hand, Tim increases with
increasing
• for the same period, and at all the
sites. This strongly suggests that assuming a
MaxwellJan velocity distribution
during periods
when the plasma is in a non-Maxwellian state will
lead to an overestimate in the ion temperature and
an underestimate of the electron temperature, and

supports the predictions of •
et a1.(1981) and
Hubert (1984) and, more recently, the observations
by Moorcroft and Schlegel (1987).
Figure 4(c) clearly illustrates the anisotropic
nature of the derived ion temperature under
conditions of large electric fields. S•perimposed
on this plot is the family of curves of predicted
ion temperature for a bi-Maxwellian with different

anisotropy factors ( Am=Tim
•/Tim,,), using the
2500

parallel

M/S

ion temperature measured at position

10.
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Fig. 2. Latitudinal variations of the perpendicular convection velocities for the period 1100
to 1500 UT on 27th August 1986. The dots at the
tail of each vector represent the location wh•re
the remote sites

7

intersect

the Trom•

each position in the scan. Westward
the L-shell, are plotted horizonta'
left of the figure.
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Fig. 3. Incoherent scatter spectra

received at

Tromse, for positions 3 to 10 (at a fixed height),
for the scan period 1300 to 1330 UT on 27th August
1987, obtained using the EISCAT comuonprogram•
CP-3-E. These have been integrated for the dwell

period of the radar in each position (•100 s).
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Ti,, = Tn[1 + 13,,
D'2 ]
Ti • = Tn[1+ 13z
D'2 ]
where $,, and •
ion-neutral

OL

(1)
(2)

,

are constants which dependon the

collision

model

and mass ratio

and

obey the relationship:

(b)

.--2500
2000

l•ll +

2 I•• =

2

.

(3)

1500•-

dimensional

30001
x•
2500

A
m
=20

x

ion drift

DI = I%-

Am
=175

I

speed given by:

/ ( 2kT
n/m
n )'• .

(4)

V i and Vn are the ion and neutral velocities
respectively, k is Boltzmann'sconstant and mn is
the neutral

mass. If we assume a value for Vn and

estimate Tn to be equal to Timfor the preceding
and following scans (when the electric

field

was

small) then it is possible to estimate Ti,, and Ti.

andhencethe theoretical anisotrop¾
(A = Ti•/Ti,, )
8o

•.o

6

7•)

•'o

6•5

6•

(J)(deg)

expected for the observed ion drift and a biMaxwellian ion velocity distribution.
The use of
..A.(deg) this value for Tn is •ustified by the fact that

•o

Tim returns to it when the ion velocity

returns to

Fig. 4. •(a) Convection velocity magnitude, (b)
observed electron temperature and (c) 1-o-s ion
temperature for Troms• (full circles), Kiruna
(crosses) and Sodmtk•l• (open circles), as a

small values (Figure 4c). Evenif Tn is over-

function of aspect angle, •, for the period 1300
to 1330 UT on August 27th. The invariant latitude

modelsand neutral wind values (_Vn,assumed
to be
parallel to V_i). The relaxation model is generally

scale applies to (a) and (b) but only the Tromse__
ion temperatures in (c). The observed temperatures
displayed in (b) and (c) were derived assuminga

considered to be an over-simplification
where the
effects of a perpendicular electric field are
concentrated in the perpendicular velocity plane
only. The ion-neutral collision process in the
auroral F-region is more realistically
described

MaxwellJan ion velocity
curves

in (c)

distribution.

show the variations

The solid

in 1-o-s

temperature for three values of the animotropyAm,

for a bi-Maxwelliandistribution with Ti,' equal to

the 1-o-s temperature for scan position

10. Errors

in the Ternand Tim values_aretypically 30-40K.
This indicates that, if the distribution
was biMaxwellJan, the anisotropy factor for the period
of observation

deviations

was at

least

1.75.

Note that

of the observed ion temperature

from

the predicted ion temperature for Am =1.75 are
consistent with flucuations in the ion velocity
measured from position to position.
For a bi-Maxwellian ion velocity distribution
and a given ion-neutral collision model the
expressioDm for the parallel and perpendicular ion

temperatures (Ti, , and Tii ) take a simple form
(St-Maur ice and Schunk, 1979):

Model

and Neutral

$

Relaxation
R.C.E.

0.0
0.3364

1.0
0.8318

•olarization

0.5547 0.7226

our conclusions.

calculated

for

different

anisotropy

ion-neutral

collision

by the resonant charge exchange (RCE) and/or
polarization model, where a perpendicular electric
field will affect both Ti• and Ti,, . A comparison
between Figure 4(c) and the values in Table 1
appears to support this idea.
Taking this argument a little

bit

further

and

using expressions 1 and 4, it is possible to .get

an independent
estimateof $,, ("•,', ") using the

directly measured parallel temperature (with the
assumption that it does not vary with latitude
between positions 3 and 10) and hence calculate
the expected anisotropies (A'). These calculations
were repeated for different
values of the neutral
wind

and are

shown in Table

2.

Model predictions using a global, time
dependent, three-dimensional model of the coupled
ionosphere-thermosphere system (Lockwoodand
Fuller-Rowell,
1987) show that afternoon sector
If

the

distribution

function

were

bi-Maxwellian

equations1 and 2 require Vn =400m s-• , for which
TABLE2. CalculatedValues of $,',UsingMeasured

A

•.

does not effect

Masses.

$

,,

it

Table 1 shows the theoretical

windsof around500m s-• are likely to occurin
responseto convectionvelocities of only 1 kmz
-• .

TABLE 1. Theoretical Anisotropies for Different
Ion-Neutral Collision Models, and Equal
Ion

estimated,

Vn=250
Vn=500
Vn=750
3.25
1.63

1.17

2.58
1.51
1.14

2.0
1.38
1.11

Note:Values for •,, and $• fOr each.modelare taken

fromSt-NauriceandSchunk(1977). Vn are in ms
-t .

Parallel Temperature, and Expected Values of D'
and A' for Different Neutral Wind Speeds.

Vn (msI : )

I
$ll

•l

i

DI

AI

0

O. 163

0.919

1.74

2.53

250
500
750

0.219
0.311
0.474

0.891
0.845
0.763

1.50
1.26
1.02

2.01
1.57
1.20
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' =0.271,
but
•,, predicted
for
RCE
is0.3364
•able
1). We
expect
RCE
to give
us
a minimum,
realistic estimate of .s,,, so a value of $,', =0.271

implies the distribution
function cannot be
Maxwellian. If the plasma is non-thermal, we

Plasmas From EISCAT

2 showsthat Vi is roughly .constaut over the part
of the scan of interest (•5 v of geographic
latitude).
The model predictions of Lockwoodand
Fuller-Rowell (1987) do not indicate significant

variations in either Tn or Vn over this region and

expect Am > A' due to overestimationof Ti (Tim >
Ti for large •, but Tim = T},,for • = 0), i.e. Vn >

further calculations show that they have little
effect on the deduced values for anisotropies,

than
•,,•o•n•,de•e•uh•rte$s"that
Vn>550
ms-• (i.e.

neutral thermalspeedor $,,'.

400ms
-•

' be the sameor greater

roughly consistent with the predictions
of
Lockwood and Fuller-Rowel 1), for which A' < 1.49.
From Figure 4(c) this is lower than the observed

anisotropy,

Am , even allowing

uncertainties.

We therefore

for experimental

conclude

that

the

plasma is indeed non-thermal.
A final point to consider is the actual
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